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Feed, and costs associated with manufacturing, accounts
for 60-70% of production costs in an integrated poultry
operation. Integrators operating at or above mill capacity
must maintain feed throughput in order to fill daily feed
orders. However, the literature suggests that providing
birds with higher percentages of durable pellets increases
the potential for positive economic returns. Manufacturing
techniques and feed additives exist to support increased
pellet quality. However, it is important that nutrient availability
not be compromised in this process. As the poultry industry
continues to move towards antibiotic-free production, the
concept of feed hygienics becomes more important. In order
to keep flocks healthy, producers must strive to eliminate the
introduction of pathogens into operations. Understanding
how feed manufacturing strategies affect bacteria inactivation
may be useful in this quest.
Feed Hygienics
The concept of feed hygienics revolves around bacteria
inactivation through increasing steam conditioning time,
increasing steam conditioning temperature, or both.
Equipment manufacturers have revolutionized the steam
conditioning process by implementing steam-jacketed
conditioning barrels with variable speed drives, allowing the
temperature of steam conditioned feed to be maintained
for extended periods of time. This equipment is installed
downstream of steam injection ports in traditional steam
conditioning barrels. Commercial applications are common in
the manufacture of breeder feeds to limit vertical transmission
of pathogens. As the poultry industry landscape continues to
change, feed hygienics may become more applicable in the
manufacture of all broiler and turkey feeds.

Bacteria Inactivation
Bacteria inactivation during poultry feed
manufacturing has been studied. Nonpathogenic surrogate organisms, designed
to represent specific pathogens, are used to demonstrate
mitigation potential while eliminating pathogen exposure during
assessment. In one study, increasing the steam conditioning
time from 10 seconds to 60 seconds provided a 4-log reduction
of a Salmonella surrogate organism. In another study, using
the same Salmonella surrogate organism, conditioned feed
passed through a hygienizer, or steam-jacketed barrel.
Conditioning feed for 15 seconds without applying heat to the
hygienizer resulted in a 3-log surrogate organism reduction.
More aggressive steam conditioning, 30 seconds conditioning
time plus the use of the hygienizer barrel, provided an
additional log of surrogate organism reduction, totaling a 4-log
reduction. It is important to appreciate that pathogen mitigation
potential may be specific to each feed mill and that mill’s steam
conditioning strategy.
Milling Efficiency and Pellet Quality
Several factors contribute to milling efficiency and pellet quality.
Diet formulation, ingredient quality, ingredient particle size, fat
addition technique, steam quality, conditioning temperature,
conditioning time, pellet die thickness, production rate, ambient
temperature, humidity, geographical location, and more
contribute to the art and science of successful pelleting. At
the mill, many of these factors cannot be controlled by the
mill operator. Therefore, focusing on those factors that are
manageable may allow for a more positive return on investment.
Linear modeling has predicted that with each 10-percentagepoint increase in intact pellets, there is a 0.4-point improvement

in FCR, a 10-g increase in broiler carcass weight, and a 4-g
increase in breast weight. Pellet quality may be improved with
a slower production rate, thicker pellet die, increased steam
conditioning time, elevated conditioning temperature, mixeradded fat addition technique, or inclusion of a pellet binding
agent. However, availability of heat sensitive nutrients must be
maintained, minimum feed volumes manufactured, and feed
quality goals must be achieved. This is why a holistic approach
must be used to measure the success of each manufacturing
strategy implementation.
Nutrient Digestibility and Feed Additive Efficacy
Finally, to encourage optimal bird performance, please
consider how manufacturing strategies will affect nutrient
digestibility and feed additive efficacy. There are numerous
peer-reviewed articles that quantify nutrient digestibility effects
from various feed processing strategies. Increasing steam
conditioning temperature and time may improve nutrient
digestibility, in the presence of antinutritive factors such as
trypsin inhibitors. Furthermore, aggressive conditioning
techniques may help to breakdown plant cell walls, allowing
enzyme access to substrates, improving nutrient digestibility.
Keep in mind that there appears to be conditioning temperature
thresholds, that when surpassed, negatively affects amino
acid digestibility. The literature suggests that the digestibility
of typical limiting amino acids such as lysine, methionine, and
threonine may be reduced by 3-5%.
It is also important to consider the efficacy of heat sensitive
feed additives when implementing new manufacturing
strategies. Enzymes are included in diets to liberate nutrients
that are traditionally unavailable, or only available in limited
quantities, to the bird. If added to the mixer, upstream of
the conditioning barrel, these enzymes must be engineered
to withstand the temperature, pressure, and moisture
associated with conditioning and pelleting. When thresholds
are surpassed, enzyme activity may be hindered, reducing
the bird’s ability to uptake those nutrients. If a mixer-added
phytase is degraded during steam conditioning, the bird
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Conclusions
Feed manufacturing is complex and is often considered
an art rather than a science. However, science-based
information is available to help integrators understand
the economic ramifications of their feed manufacturing
approach. As the use of antibiotics continues to diminish,
feed hygiene will grow in importance. By taking a holistic
approach, integrators can make educated decisions on how
to minimize energy use, improve pellet quality, maintain
nutrient digestibility, improve feed hygiene, and maximize bird
performance.
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is unable to digest and absorb phosphorus from the diet,
ultimately contributing to decreased bone mineralization
and animal welfare concerns. One study determined that
it is feasible to maintain phytase enzyme activity, turkey
poult performance, and bone mineralization when applying
thermally aggressive steam conditioning strategies to
improve feed manufacturing efficiency, pellet quality, and
feed hygiene. Conversely, other studies have demonstrated
reduced enzyme activity and subsequent setbacks in
bird performance with these same objectives. Other feed
additives, like probiotics, contain live microorganisms. These
products must be protected in a manner that supports viability
post-pelleting or produced by spore-forming bacteria that help
to protect these microorganisms during feed manufacturing.
Considering the most appropriate feed additives for a given
feed mill design is essential for increasing the return on
investment. By selecting feed additives that are adequately
characterized for a specific application, overall manufacturing
and bird performance goals can be achieved.
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